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Abstract—The growing interest in GPU programming has brought renewed attention to the Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) execution model. SIMD machines give application developers a tremendous computational power; however, the model also brings restrictions. In particular, processing elements (PEs) execute in lock-step, and may lose performance due to divergences caused by conditional branches. In face of divergences, some PEs execute, while others wait; this alternation ending when they reach a synchronization point. In this paper we introduce divergence analysis, a static analysis that determines which program variables will have the same values for every PE. This analysis is useful in three different ways: it improves the translation of SIMD code to non-SIMD CPUs, it helps developers to manually improve their SIMD applications, and it also guides the compiler in the optimization of SIMD programs. We demonstrate this last point by introducing branch fusion, a new compiler optimization that identifies, via a gene sequencing algorithm, chains of similarities between divergent program paths, and weaves these paths together as much as possible. Our implementation has been accepted in the Ocelot open-source CUDA compiler, and is publicly available. We have tested it on many industrial-strength GPU benchmarks, including Rodinia and the Nvidia’s SDK. Our divergence analysis has a 34% false-positive rate, compared to the results of a dynamic profiler. Our automatic optimization adds a 3% speed-up onto parallel quicksort, a heavily optimized benchmark. Our manual optimizations extend this number to over 10%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Flynn’s taxonomy [17] defines a model of computer organization called Single Instruction, Multiple Data, or SIMD. In this paradigm we have many processing elements (PEs) executing in lock-step. Although SIMD programming has been the focus of much research, the hardware was expensive, and the model left the spotlight on the nineties, yet remaining important in heterogeneous, performance intensive, architectures [14], [33]. However, the increasing programmability and the low cost of graphics processing units (GPUs) are boosting once again the interest on SIMD architectures [19], [29]. A testimony of this trend is the rising popularity of CUDA, Stream SDK and OpenCL [28].

SIMD machines are usually very parallel; however, the restriction that processing elements must run in lock-step makes it hard for application developers to fully exploit this processing power. A difficulty, in this case, stems from a phenomenon called divergence, which happens when PEs follow different paths after executing a branch instruction. Given that the hardware issues only one instruction at a time, in face of divergences, some PEs will have to wait, idly, while others execute. Divergences may be a major source of performance degradation. As an example, Baghsorkhi et al. [3] have analytically found that approximately one third of the execution time of the prefix scan benchmark [20], included in the CUDA software development kit (SDK), is lost due to divergences. Optimizing an application to avoid divergences is problematic for a number of reasons. First, some parallel algorithms are inherently divergent; thus, threads will naturally disagree on the outcome of branches. Second, finding highly divergent branches burdens the application developer with a tedious task, which requires a deep understanding of code that might be very complex.

The objective of this paper is to move the task of optimizing divergent code away from application developers. To achieve this goal, in Section III we describe a static analysis that determines which conditional branches will never cause divergences. Our analysis and optimization work for a range of programming languages that target SIMD hardware, from ClearSpeed’s accelerators [14] to Nvidia’s GPUs [29]. The GPU programming environment, for instance, groups threads into units called warps, which execute in lock-step. In order to delineate our model of interest, we formalize it in Section II. Our divergence analysis improves the variance analysis recently introduced by Stratton et al. [36], which could produce false negatives. The need for these analyses emerged from compilers that try to translate CUDA programs to multi-core CPUs, such as Ocelot [13], PGI’s CUDA-x86 and Stratton’s version of Open64 [36]. Contrary to GPUs, CPUs do not provide hardware support for divergences, which must be handled via expensive software techniques, such as branch-on-superword-condition-codes [34]. The divergence analysis shields non-divergent branches from this overhead. Our particular motivation for this analysis, however, is different: we want to help the developer of SIMD programs to produce more efficient code. To achieve this goal, our analysis guides automatic compiler optimizations and helps developers to improve their programs via manual optimizations. To demonstrate these claims, we have implemented the techniques presented in this paper on top of Ocelot [22], a compiler that optimizes PTX - Nvidia’s intermediate program representation. In Section IV we describe a few compiler optimizations that benefit from divergence analysis, and in Section IV-A we introduce branch fusion, an optimization that relies on the Smith-Waterman gene-sequencing algorithm [35] to identify chains of similar assembly instructions in divergent paths. The compiler then automatically merges these similar sequences into common, non-divergent, blocks of code. As we show in Section V, the divergence analysis provides a 34% false-positive rate when compared to a dynamic CUDA profiler. In terms of
speed-up, branch fusion gave us gains of about 4% in well-known benchmarks, such as Cederman’s parallel quicksort [8]. We have also merged divergent paths from traditional CUDA benchmarks by hand, boosting up these gains to 10%.

II. µ-SIMD: A SIMPLE SIMD LANGUAGE

In order to prove the Theorems that we state in this paper, we adopt the same model of SIMD execution independently described by Bougé et al. [5] and Farrell et al. [15]. We have a number of processing elements (PEs) executing instructions in lock-step, yet subject to partial execution. In the words of Farrell et al., “All PEs execute the same statement at the same time with the internal state of each PE being either active or inactive.” [15, p.40]. The archetype of a SIMD machine is the large machine of the 1970s, a term made popular by Nvidia’s GPUs, which are the target of many old programming languages that support partial execution, rather than executing an instruction and then immediately jumping to the next instruction. Notice that our model will not fit vectorial SIMD execution at the next instruction after the barrier. Notice that, however, if we reach the barrier without getting stuck, we do not get stuck trying to pop a node. In Rule S1, if we arrive at the barrier with a group of PEs waiting to execute, then we resume their execution at the “else” branch, keeping the previously active PEs in hold. Finally, if we reach the barrier without any PE waiting to execute, in Rule S1 we synchronize the “done” PEs with the current set of active PEs, and resume execution at the next instruction after the barrier. Notice that, in order to avoid deadlocks, we must assume that a branch and its corresponding synchronization barrier determine a single-threaded execution. We use Θ to designate the set of active PEs. A program P is a map of labels to instructions. The program counter (pc) is the label of the next instruction to be executed. The machine contains a synchronization stack Π. Each node of Π is a tuple (\(l, \Theta_{\text{done}}, \Theta_{\text{todo}}, \Theta_{\text{next}}\)) that denotes a point where divergent PEs must synchronize. These nodes are pushed into the stack when the PEs diverge in the control flow. The label \(l_{\text{todo}}\) denotes the conditional branch that caused the divergence, \(\Theta_{\text{done}}\) are the PEs that have reached the synchronization point, whereas \(\Theta_{\text{todo}}\) are the PEs waiting to execute. The label \(l_{\text{next}}\) indicates the instruction where \(\Theta_{\text{todo}}\) will resume execution.

The result of executing a µ-SIMD abstract machine is a pair \((\Theta, \Sigma)\). Figure 4 describes the big-step semantics of instructions that change the program’s control flow. A program terminates if \(P[pc] = \text{stop}\). The semantics of conditionals is more elaborate. Upon reaching \(\text{branch}(v, l)\) we evaluate \(v\) in the local memory of each active PE. If \(\sigma(v) = 0\) for every PE, then Rule B1 moves the flow to the next instruction, i.e., \(pc + 1\). Similarly, if \(\sigma(v) \neq 0\) for every PE, then in Rule B2 we jump to the instruction at \(P[l]\). However, if we get distinct values for different PEs, then the branch is divergent. In this case, Rule B3 we execute the PEs in the “then” side of the branch, keeping the other PEs in the sync-stack to execute them later. Stack updating is performed by the push function in Figure 3. Even the non-divergent branch rules update the synchronization stack, so that, upon reaching a barrier, i.e., a sync instruction, we do not get stuck trying to pop a node. In Rule S5, if we arrive at the barrier with a group of PEs waiting to execute, then we resume their execution at the “else” branch, keeping the previously active PEs in hold. Finally, if we reach the barrier without any PE waiting to execute, in Rule S6 we synchronize the “done” PEs with the current set of active PEs, and resume execution at the next instruction after the barrier. Notice that, in order to avoid deadlocks, we must assume that a branch and its corresponding synchronization barrier determine a single-threaded execution.
we will denote by \( v \), henceforth we will be working with this definition independent on the program point where the data-race, i.e., two PEs trying to write on the same location in PEs process by showing, in Rule T, that reads the value at region in the program’s CFG [16, p.329].

Given a \( \mu\text{-SIMD} \) program \( P \), we are interested in determining a conservative, yet non-trivial, approximation of the set of divergent variables. A variable \( v \) is divergent if there exist two PEs \((t_1, \sigma_1) \) and \((t_2, \sigma_2) \) such that \( \sigma_1(v) \neq \sigma_2(v) \) at the same moment during program execution. In order to make this definition independent on the program point where the variable is used, henceforth we will be working with \( \mu\text{-SIMD} \) programs in Static Single Assignment (SSA) form [12], which we will denote by \( \mu\text{-SIMD}_\phi \). We use the standard notation to represent the SSA’s \( \phi \)-functions, e.g.: \( v = \phi(v_1, \ldots, v_n) \); however, we will not create new labels to them. That is, if the

\[
P[pc] = \text{step} \\
(\theta, \Sigma, \emptyset, P, pc) \rightarrow (\theta', \Sigma')
\]

and

\[
P[pc] = \text{branch}(v, l) \\
\text{split}(\theta, v) = (\emptyset, \theta) \\
push(\emptyset, \theta, pc, l) = \Pi' \\
(\theta, \Sigma, \Pi', P, pc) \rightarrow (\theta', \Sigma', \Pi')
\]

Fig. 4. The semantics of \( \mu\text{-SIMD} \): control flow operations. For conciseness, when two hypotheses hold we use the topmost one.

**III. Divergence Analysis**

SSA conversion of program \( P \) causes us to insert a sequence of \( \phi \)-functions before the instruction at \( P[l] \), then we represent all these \( \phi \)-functions with the label \( l \). This arrangement indicates the fact that \( \phi \)-functions are just an abstraction, not present in a concrete assembly program, and simplify Algorithm 7, which we will introduce soon. Using a simple case analysis plus induction on the rules given in Figure 5 we can prove that Theorem 3.1 gives the set of divergent variables.

*Theorem 3.1:* A variable \( v \in P \) is divergent if, and only if, one of these conditions holds:

1. \( v = \text{tid} \), see Rule MT, Figure 5.
2. \( v \) is defined atomically, e.g.: \( \text{atominc}(v, v_e) \). See Rule AT, Figure 5.
3. \( v \) is data dependent on some divergent variable.
4. \( v \) is sync dependent on some divergent variable.

**proof:** See our webpage [31]. □

To explain Theorem 3.1 we must clarify the notions of *data dependence* and *sync dependence*. Given a program \( P \), a variable \( v \in P \) is data dependent on a variable \( u \in P \) if \( P \) contains some assignment instruction \( P[l] \) that defines \( v \) and uses \( u \), e.g., \( P[l] = \text{binop}(v, u, u) \). We will be using the program in Figure 6 to illustrate the concepts in this section. In this example, we see that variable \( i_0 \) is divergent, because it is data dependent on \( \text{tid} \). Similarly, \( i \) is divergent, given that it is data dependent on \( i_0 \). The problem of determining the transitive closure of the set of divergent variables – given the propagation of data dependences only – is a type of program slicing [38], which can be solved by Stratton et al.’s [36, p.115] *Variance Analysis*. However, the variance analysis might yield false-negatives, that is, this analysis might report that a variable that shows actual divergent behavior is non-divergent. This omission happens because variance analysis misses a phenomenon that we have called sync dependences, which we introduce in Definition 3.2.

In order to define sync dependences, we need to dig out some terms well known to compiler writers. A label \( l_p \) post-dominates a label \( l \) if, and only if, every path from \( l \) to the exit
of the program – i.e., the stop instruction – goes across $l_p$. Furthermore, we say that $l_p$ is the immediate post-dominator of $l$ if $l_p \neq l$, and any other label that post-dominates $l$ also post-dominates $l_p$. Fung et al. [18] have shown that re-converging divergent PEs at the immediate post-dominator of the divergent branch is nearly optimal with respect to maximizing hardware utilization. Although Fung et al. have discovered situations in which it is better to do this re-convergence past $l_p$, they are very rare. Thus, we assume that the immediate post-dominator $l_p$ of a divergent branch always contains a sync instruction.

Definition 3.2: If $P[l] = \text{branch}(p, l')$, and $P[l_p] = \text{sync}$ is the corresponding barrier, then $v$ is sync dependent on $p$ if, and only if, two different PEs may have different values for $v$ at $l_p$, depending on how they branch at $l$.

Given a $\mu$-SIMD program $P$, we say that a label $l$ goes to a label $l'$, what we indicate by $l \rightarrow l'$, if one of these three conditions hold: (i) $l' = l+1$ and $P[l] \neq \text{jump}(l')$, (ii) $P[l] = \text{branch}(v, l')$, or (iii) $P[l] = \text{jump}(l')$. We say that $l_1 \sim l_n$ if, either $l_1 = l_n$, or $l_1 \rightarrow l_2$ and $l_2 \sim l_n$. If $l$ is a label, and $l_p$ is its immediate post-dominator, then we define the influence region $IR(l)$ as the union of every path $l \sim l_p$ that contains $l_p$ exactly once (and thus at the end).

Theorem 3.3 characterizes sync divergences in terms of the structure of the control flow graph of a SSA-form program $P$. We use the liveness definition of Cytron et al. [12, p.479].

Theorem 3.3: Let $P$ be a $\mu$-SIMD program, let $P[l] = \text{branch}(p, l')$, and let $l_p$ be the immediate post-dominator of $l$. A variable $v$ is sync dependent on $p$ if, and only if, $v$ is alive past $l_p$, and $v$ is defined by a $\phi$-function that reads a variable defined in $IR(p)$.

proof: See our webpage [31].

Notice that sync dependences are a consequence of control dependences, as defined by Ferrante et al. [16, p.323]; however, these definitions are not the same. In Figure 6, labels $l_6$ and $l_7$ are control dependent on label $l_5$, whereas label $l_8$ is not. However, variable $x$, defined at $l_8$, is sync dependent on predicate $p_2$, which controls $\text{branch}(p_2, l_7)$.

A. Computing divergent variables via graph reachability

We discover the set of divergent variables in a $\mu$-SIMD program traversing its data dependence graph, which we define as follows:

- for each variable $v \in P$, let $n_v$ be a vertex of $G$;
- if $P$ contains an instruction that defines variable $v$, and uses variable $u$, then we add an edge from $n_u$ to $n_v$.

To find the divergent variables of $P$, we start from $n_{tid}$, plus the nodes that represent variables defined by atomic instructions, and mark every variable that is reachable from this set of nodes. Notice, however, that so far we are not taking sync dependences into consideration. We handle sync dependencies in our graph reachability framework by converting them into data dependences. We accomplish this conversion via an old intermediate representation called Gated SSA form (GSA) [30]. The GSA form defines, in addition to Cytron’s $\phi$-functions, three new special instructions: $\mu, \gamma$ and $\eta$ functions, out of which only the last two have a use for us. However, to avoid the notational complexity, we will represent $\gamma$ and $\eta$-functions by gated $\phi$-functions. Thus, we augment the syntax of the standard Cytron’s $\phi$-function with the predicates that control [30, Sec 2.2] the assignment of values in that $\phi$, i.e: $v = \phi(v_1, \ldots, v_n, p_1, \ldots, p_k)$.

By gating $\phi$-functions in this way, we add a data dependence between $p_i$ and $v$; effectively reducing sync dependences to data dependences. We do not gate every $\phi$-function in the program, and we may split the live ranges of some variables, via single parameter $\phi$-functions, to indicate that a variable may cause divergences only in part of its live range. So, which $\phi$-functions to change, and where to split live ranges, to get a program representation that allows us to solve the divergence analysis as precisely as possible? We answer this question via the algorithm in Figure 7, which we run once per branch in the program. Algorithm 7 separates, for each instruction $P[l] = \text{branch}(p, l_p)$, the set of variables that are defined inside $IR(p)$. If $P[l]$ is a forward branch, i.e., created due to the compilation of an “if-then-else” instruction, then we simply use $p$ to gate every $\phi$-function at $P[l]$’s immediate post-dominator, as we show in step (1.a). This gated $\phi$-function corresponds, in Ottenstein et al.’s notation, to a $\gamma$-function [30, p.260], although the value of the predicate – true or false – is immaterial to us. If $P[l]$ implements a loop, then we split the live range of any variable that is used outside this loop, according to step (1.b) of our algorithm. We use single-parameter $\phi$-functions to perform this live range splitting, and only the variables defined by these $\phi$-functions, not necessarily their parameters, are sync dependent on $p$. The point where we insert this new $\phi$-function corresponds to the point where Ottenstein et al. would insert an $\eta$-function [30, p.260]. Figure 8 shows the result of running Algorithm 7 on the program in Figure 6. The $\phi$-functions at $l_6$ and $l_7$ were marked by step (1.a) of this algorithm. Variable $j_3$ is sync dependent on variable $p_1$, and variable $x$ is sync dependent.
Algorithm 7: gate $\phi$-functions – For each instruction $P[i] = \text{branch}(v, l')$ with an immediate post-dominator $l_p$, we do:

1) For each variable $v$, defined in $IR(p)$, reaching $l_p$ do:
   a) if $v$ is used in $l_p$ as a parameter of a $\phi$-function $v' = \phi(\ldots, v, \ldots)$, gated or not, then replace this instruction by a new $\phi$-function gated by $p$.
   b) if $v$ is used by an assignment instruction $x = f(\ldots, v, \ldots)$, at $l_p$ or at some label $l_x$ which $l_p$ dominates, then we perform the following actions:
      i) we split the live range of $v$, inserting an instruction $v' = \phi(v, \ldots), p$ at $l_p$, with a parameter for each predecessor of $l_p$;
      ii) we rename every use of $v$ to $v'$ at $l_p$, or at any block that is dominated by $l_p$;
      iii) we reconvert the source program to SSA form, a necessary action due to the renaming performed in the previous step.

Fig. 7. The algorithm that transforms sync dependences into data dependences via the gating of $\phi$-functions.

Fig. 8. The program from Figure 6, after we perform the gating of $\phi$-functions. Changes are marked in boldface.

concludes the induction step. Nevertheless, variable $j$ may cause a divergence at $\text{branch}(p_2, l_7)$, because it is defined by a $\phi$-function which uses $j_1$. That is, once the PEs synchronize at $l_5$, they might have re-defined $j_1$ a different number of times. Although this fact cannot cause a divergence inside $IR(p_0)$, as Algorithm 7 shows, divergences might happen outside the loop controlled by $p_0$. Thus, we split the live range of $j$ outside the loop via the $\phi$-function at $l_5$ in Figure 8.

Complexity Analysis Our algorithm runs in two steps. First we change the program’s intermediate representation, and then we perform a graph traversal to identify divergent variables. Changing the program involves, in the worst case, traversing its control flow graph once per each branch. If we have $|B|$ branches in a $\mu$-SIMD program, then the CFG traversal is $O(|B|)$. For each branch we might have to rename variables and reconvert the program into SSA-form, what is $O(\alpha|V|)$ [2], where $\alpha$ is the inverse Ackermann function, and $|V|$ is the number of variables in the source program. Thus, Algorithm 7 runs in $O(\alpha^2|B|^2|V|)$. The second phase runs in worst case $O(|V|^2)$, although we will have $O(|V|)$ on the average. Therefore, we solve the divergence analysis problem in $O(\alpha^2|B|^2|V| + |V|^2)$.

IV. DIVERGENCE OPTIMIZATIONS AND BRANCH FUSION

We call divergence optimizations the techniques that use information from a divergence analysis to improve SIMD code. Although divergence analysis is new, the literature contains examples of divergence optimizations, such as thread reallocation, work unification, and peephole optimizations, which we briefly discuss. In Section IV-A we introduce a novel divergence optimization, called branch fusion.

Thread reallocation applies on models that group PEs into independent SIMD front-lines, such as Nvidia’s GPUs, which consist of a number of warps having 32 PEs that execute in lock-step. In face of divergences, one can re-group these PEs, so that only one front-line contains divergent PEs; Fung et al. [18] have proposed a way to perform this reallocation at the hardware level, inferring, via simulation, speed-ups of up to 20%. Zhang et al. [39] have implemented this reallocation by manually moving data around, before sending it to the GPU, obtaining performance gains of up to 37%.

Work unification consists in leaving to one PE only the task of computing non-divergent variables. Collange et al. [10]
have designed a hardware mechanism that dynamically detects non-divergent variables and assign their computation to a single PE; hence, reducing memory accesses and hardware occupancy. This technique identifies about 19% of the values read into local registers as non-divergent.

**Peephole optimizations** consist in replacing instructions that are proved to be non-divergent by more efficient operations. For instance, the implementation of \(\mu\)-SIMD's conditional branch instructions is complicated by the necessity to handle divergences, as one can check from the Rules BT, BP, BD, SS and SP in Figure 4. However, this complication should not be imposed on non-divergent branches. Thus, many SIMD architectures provide two conditional jumps: one that, similarly to \(\mu\)-SIMD's branch and sync instructions, handles divergences, and another that does not. For instance, PTX, the CUDA intermediate representation, provides `bra.unl`, a conditional jump that can be used in the absence of divergences. Similarly, PTX offers uniform versions of other control flow instructions, such as function calls and function returns. It also provides a uniform load (ldu), which assumes that every thread in the warp is reading data from the same address.

### A. Branch Fusion

The purpose of branch fusion is to merge common code extracted from divergent program paths. To explain this optimization, we leave the example from Figure 6 aside to focus, instead, on the example in Figure 10. To facilitate our explanation, we replace the `binop` instruction with actual operands of obvious semantics. The sequences of instructions in the paths starting at labels \(l_4\) and \(l_{13}\) have many operations – and a few operands – in common. Let's represent a store instruction by \(\downarrow\), a load instruction by \(\uparrow\), and a few operations, such as function calls and function returns. It also provides a uniform load (ldu), which assumes that every thread in the warp is reading data from the same address.

These two sequences share many common subsequences, and Figure 10(b) shows a maximum matching between them. We can use this matching to transform the program in Figure 10(a) into the program in Figure 10(c). Notice that we have augmented \(\mu\)-SIMD with ternary selectors (sel), whose purpose is to choose the operands of merged instructions, and that follow the C/C++/Java's semantics. A similar effect can be obtained in architectures that do not offer selectors, via the predicates created by *if-conversion* [21], [34]. In the rest of this section we describe a systematic way to perform the transformation that takes us from Figure 10(a) to Figure 10(c).

It is meaningful to merge only branches that force divergent PEs to be active at separate times. We call these branches "if-then-else's", to distinguish them from "if-then" and "while" branches. For instance, the instruction `branch(p_1, l_4)` from Figure 6 is an "if-then" branch: had this branch been divergent, then some PEs would have to execute label \(l_3\); however, the other PEs would not have an exclusive code path to process. In this case, no PE performs redundant work. Still in Figure 6, the possibly divergent instruction `branch(p_0, l_5)` is a "while" branch. PEs that escape the loop will have to wait for the PEs that have iterations to perform. Finally, `branch(p_2, l_7)` is an "if-then-else" branch. In face of a divergence some PEs will execute label \(l_6\), while others will execute label \(l_7\). In this case, each group of divergent PEs goes over an exclusive code path. We call the "if-then-else" branches *unifiable*, and we recognize them in the following way:

**Definition 4.1:** UNIFIABLE BRANCH If \(l = \text{branch}(v, l_1)\) is a conditional jump with two successor labels \(l_1\) and \(l_2\), then this branch is unifiable if, and only if, there exists no path \(l_1 \rightarrow l_2 \in \text{IR}(l)\), and there exists no path \(l_2 \rightarrow l_1 \in \text{IR}(l)\).

The effectiveness of branch fusion depends on the solution of the Instruction Alignment Problem, a variation of sequence alignment [27] that we define as follows:

**Definition 4.2:** 2D INSTRUCTION ALIGNMENT

**Instance:** given the following input parameters:

![Figure 10](image-url)
Fig. 11. Comparing the costs of divergence and merging.

- two arrays of instructions, \( T = \{i_1, \ldots, i_n\} \) and \( F = \{j_1, \ldots, j_m\} \);
- a 2-ary scoring function \( s \), such that \( s(i, j) \) is the profitability of merging instructions \( i \) and \( j \);
- a 2-ary cost function \( c \), such that \( c(i, j) \) is the cost of the selectors necessary to merge \( i \) and \( j \);
- \( b \), the cost of an alignment gap, which, in our case, is the cost of inserting a branch into the code.

**Problem:** find an ordered sequence of pairs \( A = \{(x_1, y_1), \ldots, (x_k, y_k)\} \), such that:

- if \((x, y) \in A\), then \(1 \leq x \leq n, 1 \leq y \leq m\)
- if \(r > s\) then \(x_r \geq x_s\)
- if \(r > s\) then \(y_r \geq y_s\)
- \(\sum (s(x, y) - c(x, y)) - b \times G\) is maximum, where \((x, y) \in A\), and \(G\) is the number of gaps in the alignment.

We solve the bi-dimensional instruction alignment problem via the classic Smith-Waterman’s [35] algorithm for sequence alignment. This algorithm has two steps: first, we build a profitability matrix that assigns gains to each possible pairing of instructions. Next, we traverse this matrix, backwardly, in order to discover the best overall instruction alignment.

**a) Computing the Profitability Matrix:** There is a gain and a cost, measured in terms of processor cycles, involved in the extraction of a pair of instructions from a divergent path. Figure 11 illustrates the operations necessary to merge two division operations located in different paths of Figure 10(a). On the left we have the original branch, and on the right the program after branch fusion. The gain of merging two instructions, which we represent by a scoring function \( s \) is the number of cycles saved by not having to execute these instructions separately. In our example, we are saving one division; hence \( s(/, /) = n_j \). The cost \( c \) is the number of cycles taken by a selector, times the number of selectors necessary to merge the instructions. We need two selectors; hence, we have \( c(t_6 = t_5/t_0, t_{12} = t_{11}/2.0) = 2n_s \). Normally we derive these numbers from the programmers manual. We say that the fusion is profitable if the cost of executing the merged instruction is less than the cost of executing the divergent code. The profit in Figure 11 is \( n_j - 2n_s \).

In order to fuse divergent instructions, we must find the most profitable sequence of instructions that can be merged. Our guide in this search is the profitability matrix. To produce the profitability matrix, we write one instruction sequence along the top row, and the other sequence along the leftmost column of a bi-dimensional matrix. Each cell of the matrix is associated with a value \( g \), e.g.: \( H[i, j] = g \), where \( g \) is the maximum profit of any possible way to merge instructions up to the indices \( i \) and \( j \). We compute \( H[i, j] \) via the following recurrence relation, where the meaning of the parameters \( s, c \) and \( b \) is explained in Definition 4.2:

\[
H[i, j] = s(i, j) + \max \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
H[i-1, j-1] - c(i, j) - b, \\
H[i, j-1], \\
H[i-1, j]
\end{array} \right.
\]

Figure 12 shows the profitability matrix to the program in Figure 10(a). We are using the following scoring function:

\[
s([], ,) = s(\uparrow, \uparrow) = 100, s(*, *) = 2, s(/, /) = 8, s(+, +) = 2.
\]

We assume that the cost of inserting a branch is \( b = 2 \). Notice that this cost is only paid once, when we leave a sequence of diagonal cells and go to either a vertical or horizontal cell.

Once we have computed the profitability matrix we find a solution to the instruction alignment problem in two steps. First, we scan the matrix to find the cell \( H[x, y] \) with the highest profit. Second, we traverse the matrix, starting from \( H[x, y] \) and going backwards towards \( H[0, 0] \), following the direction of updates. That is, if \( H[i, j] \) has been updated from \( H[i - 1, j - 1] \), then we continue our traversal from the latter cell. In our example, the most profitable cell is \( H[9, 8] \), and the most profitable sequence is \( A = \{(1, 1), (2, 2), (3, 3), (4, 3), (5, 4), (6, 4), (7, 5), (5, 6), (8, 7), (9, 8)\} \). We have augmented each cell of Figure 12 with the direction of its update. The gray boxes mark the most profitable path in the matrix, which denotes exactly the alignment seen in Figure 10.

We are allowed to merge instructions with different opcodes, as long as there exists an identity between these operands. For instance, the comparison operator: \( p = a > b \) is equivalent to \( p = b < a \). As another example, in Figure 12, we let \( l \) be

**Fig. 12.** The profitability matrix for program in Figure 10(a).
the profit of merging an addition plus a multiplication. In this case we assume the existence of a CUDA-like “multiply-add” instruction: \( t = a \times b + c \), which we can use as an identity for both instructions. In our work we use only simple identities; however, it is possible to take this approach to the extreme, employing equality saturation [37] to find the most similar code sequences for each branching path.

b) Algorithmic Complexity: Given two sequences of instructions, \( T \) and \( F \), computing the profitability matrix is \( O(|T| \times |F|) \) in terms of time and space. Finding the most profitable cell has the same complexity. Walking from the most profitable cell back to the origin of the matrix is \( O(|T| + |F|) \).

c) Code Generation: Given two instruction sequences \( T = \{i_1, \ldots, i_n\} \) and \( F = \{j_1, \ldots, j_m\} \) that follow a conditional jump \( \text{branch}(p, l') \), plus an instruction alignment \( A = \{(x_1, y_1), \ldots, (x_k, y_k)\} \), we use the following pattern matching rules to generate code:

- \( A = \{\ldots, (x - 1, y - 1), (x, y), \ldots\} \): we merge instructions \( T[x] \) and \( F[y] \) into a new instruction at the end of the merged block of instructions;
- \( A = \{\ldots, (x - 1, y - 1), (x, y), (x, y + 1), \ldots, (x, y + k), \ldots\} \): we create a sequence of labels \( l_1, \ldots, l_k \) for the instructions \( F[y+1], \ldots, F[y+k] \), and add \( \text{branch}(p, l) \) at the end of the merged block of instructions, where \( l \) is the label of the next merged block;
- \( A = \{\ldots, (x - 1, y - 1), (x, y), (x + 1, y), \ldots, (x + k, y), \ldots\} \): we create a sequence of labels \( l_1, \ldots, l_k \) for the instructions \( T[x + 1], \ldots, T[x + k] \), and add \( \text{branch}(p, l) \) at the end of the merged block.

Figure 10(c) shows the code that we produce after the profitability matrix given in Figure 12.

V. EXPERIMENTS

We have implemented our analysis on top of the Ocelot PTX compiler [22], version 1.0.432. PTX, the parallel thread execution language, is Nvidia’s high-level instruction set used to represent CUDA kernels. Ocelot is an open-source tool, designed and implemented at Georgia Tech, that parses and optimizes PTX. In order to guarantee reproducibility, we have made our patches to Ocelot, and all the scripts used in these experiments available in our webpage [31]. We run these experiments on a Nvidia GeForce GTX 260 video card.

The Benchmarks: There is not a consensus about the standard CUDA benchmark suite. Therefore, we tried to gather a meaningful collection of applications that (i) are publicly available, (ii) have been used in previous works [8], [9], [22] and (iii) have been designed and implemented by experts in the area. We chose the following benchmarks: Rodinia [9], Nvidia’s SDK and the parallel quicksort [8]. These benchmarks contain 30 applications, which provide over 80 kernels. A kernel is the Nvidia’s jargon to a procedure that runs on the GPU. We found divergences, via dynamic profiling, in 67 kernels, which we will use in this section. These programs, which we produce using Nvidia’s nvcc 3.0, contain together over 46,000 PTX assembly instructions.

The precision of divergence analysis: To probe the precision of the divergence analysis from Section III, we compare its results to the results of an instrumentation-based CUDA profiler that we have implemented [11]. The profiler runs a program plus a sample input and verifies which branches have caused actual divergences during the program execution. The results of this comparison are given in Figure 13. We notice that we had a false-positive rate of 34%. However, we point out that we have exercised each of the Nvidia’s SDK benchmarks with only one input data, obtaining a false-positive rate of 39%. We have used two different types of input data on Rodinia’s applications, obtaining the smaller false-positive rate of 31%. A particular program input might not exercise every program path, and so we speculate that the results of divergent analysis will be closer to the results of the profiler as we test the subject program with a greater quantity of input samples. Another source of imprecision is the fact that most of the input samples that come with the benchmarks are tuned to the GPU’s warp size, e.g., the input size is a multiple of 32. In this scenario, we never find divergences in code that tests specifically for situations in which the input size does not exactly fit the warp size.

The number of divergent variables: Figure 14 shows the number of divergent variables that we have found. Our 67 subject kernels, when converted into SSA form, give us a total of 38,150 variables. This number is considerably bigger than the number of variables in the original program, because the SSA representation renames each redefinition of the same variable name. The divergent analysis has found that 14,861 variables are non-divergent. This number means, for instance, that we could move 39% of all the program variables into shared memory, possibly making room for more processing elements in the graphics unit. We have found that 26% of the branches are non-divergent, and we have been able to replace these instructions by uniform instructions. A remarkable outlier in
The divergence analysis has a worst case
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We chose the six

this chart is SDK’s concurrentKernels::mykernel. Our analysis showed that only 4 variables in the kernel, out of 839, can be divergent.

**Analysis run time:** The divergence analysis has a worst case performance that is quadratic on the number of variables in the source program, because the input dependence graph contains one vertex for each variable, and it might be dense. However, in practice the size of this graph is linear in the number of variables in the source program, and our experiments show this fact. Figure 15 compares the running time of our analysis with the number of variables in the source program. We see that there is a linear correlation between the number of variables and the running time of our analysis.

**The opportunities for branch fusion:** The three charts in Figure 16 show static numbers that we measured after applying branch fusion onto our benchmarks. We found 196 unifiable branches, out of 30, whose unification profit exceeds 100 cycles. These branches are in rodinia: lud (0.37%, 1.35%), sdk :mergeSort (3.59%), rodinia :heartwall (0.62%), rodinia :srad (0.48%) and parallel quicksort (3.09%). The numbers in parentheses are the speed-ups after branch fusion. Our gains are small for two reasons. First, the benchmarks are well known applications, already heavily optimized. If we apply branch fusion on naive kernels, the gains are much better. For instance, we obtain 26.78% improvement on a CUDA version of the program in Figure 10 [31]. Second, we stop unification at the basic block boundaries and do not reorder instructions. Once we start breaking these rules, as we have done by hand, and show next, the benefits are considerably superior. Nevertheless, the gains obtained automatically are larger than the speed-ups given by classic optimizations such as constant propagation.

**Using divergence analysis as a developer’s guiding tool:** In addition to pointing to the compiler the optimization hotspots, the divergence analysis – and in particular the profitability matrix – indicate to developers where to look for code improvements. As an example, we have used it to hand optimize Cederman’s implementation of quicksort [8]. This CUDA program uses the core algorithm seen in Figure 17 (a), which is visited 28 million times by the benchmark’s reference data set. The branch condition is clearly divergent, as it depends on tid. By merging the divergent code we obtain the kernel in Figure 17 (b), which accounts for a speed-up of 9.2% on the whole quicksort implementation. That is, we deliver almost 10% speed-up by changing 12 assembly instructions in a program containing 895 instructions! Our current implementation of branch fusion does not obtain this gain, because it involves merging a path of consecutive

unifications. In other words, the algorithm from Section IV-A points out that 4% of the 742 branches could be unified.

**Performance gains of branch fusion:** We chose the six branches, out of 30, whose unification profit exceeds 100 cycles. These branches are in rodinia: lud (0.37%, 1.35%), sdk :mergeSort (3.59%), rodinia :heartwall (0.62%), rodinia :srad (0.48%) and parallel quicksort (3.09%). The numbers in parentheses are the speed-ups after branch fusion. Our gains are small for two reasons. First, the benchmarks are well known applications, already heavily optimized. If we apply branch fusion on naive kernels, the gains are much better. For instance, we obtain 26.78% improvement on a CUDA version of the program in Figure 10 [31]. Second, we stop unification at the basic block boundaries and do not reorder instructions. Once we start breaking these rules, as we have done by hand, and show next, the benefits are considerably superior. Nevertheless, the gains obtained automatically are larger than the speed-ups given by classic optimizations such as constant propagation.

**Using divergence analysis as a developer’s guiding tool:** In addition to pointing to the compiler the optimization hotspots, the divergence analysis – and in particular the profitability matrix – indicate to developers where to look for code improvements. As an example, we have used it to hand optimize Cederman’s implementation of quicksort [8]. This CUDA program uses the core algorithm seen in Figure 17 (a), which is visited 28 million times by the benchmark’s reference data set. The branch condition is clearly divergent, as it depends on tid. By merging the divergent code we obtain the kernel in Figure 17 (b), which accounts for a speed-up of 9.2% on the whole quicksort implementation. That is, we deliver almost 10% speed-up by changing 12 assembly instructions in a program containing 895 instructions! Our current implementation of branch fusion does not obtain this gain, because it involves merging a path of consecutive
if (sh[tid] < sh[ixj]) {
  swap(sh[tid], sh[ixj]);
} else {
  if (sh[tid] > sh[ixj]) {
    if ((tid & k) == 0) {
      int p = (tid & k) == 0;
      unsigned b = p?tid:ixj;
      unsigned a = p?ixj:tid;
      if (sh[b] > sh[a]) {
        swap(sh[b], sh[a]);
      }
    } else {
      if (sh[tid] < sh[ixj]) {
        swap(sh[tid], sh[ixj]);
      }
    }
  }
}

Fig. 17. (a) Part of the original bitonic kernel. (b) Hand optimization.

basic blocks. We have also obtained 11.5% improvement on Rodinia’s SRAD by merging the contents of different branches. The new code has been reported to the maintainer.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented analyses and optimizations that mitigate the negative impact of divergences in languages that fit the SIMD execution model. The development of general purpose applications in SIMD hardware is becoming increasingly popular, and we believe that our contributions will be one more ally helping developers to take maximum benefit from these powerful machines. We are currently working on the development of new divergence optimizations, such as variable sharing. As future work, we intend to increase the precision of our analysis by coupling it with Collange et al.’s affine analysis [10]. The implementation of divergence analysis is publicly available in the Ocelot’s open source distribution. Further material about our research can be found in our webpage at http://divmap.wordpress.com/.
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